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Diagram
 On/Off button
 LCD screen
Category Selector
 Letters and Words button
 Numbers and Shapes button
 Animals and Foods button
 Games button
 Music Time button
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Number buttons
Letter buttons
4-directional mouse
Repeat button
Bilingual switch button
Background Music On/Off button
Settings button  
Battery compartment
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Settings button 
Press the Settings button to adjust the Volume, Screen contrast, Background 
music and Bilingual switch. Move the mouse left and right to select which item to 
adjust. Then move the mouse left and right to make the adjustments. Press the 
mouse button to confirm.

ACTIVITIES:
The Bilingual Laptop offers a total of 30 learning activities in 5 categories. Press 
the Category Selector to choose which category to play.
 
 

Press the Letters and Words button to play; there are 9 activities in this mode. 
Move the mouse left or right to choose an activity and then press the mouse 
button to confirm.

1. Letter Fun
Press a Letter button to hear the letter name, the sound it makes and a 
corresponding word. The screen displays the letter in both uppercase and 
lowercase form.

2. Word Fun
Press a Letter button to hear a word beginning with that letter and the spelling of 
that word. The screen displays a fun animation corresponding to the word.

3. Lowercase Match
The screen displays an uppercase letter on the left-hand side. Move the mouse 
up or down to choose the corresponding lowercase letter on the right-hand side 
and then press the mouse button to confirm.

4. Uppercase Match
The screen displays a lowercase letter on the left-hand side. Move the mouse up 
or down to choose the corresponding uppercase letter on the right-hand side and 
then press the mouse button to confirm.

Level up feature
In some activities, after answering 5 questions correctly, the game progresses to 
a new level and displays the screen below. There are 2 levels to play.

LETTERS AND WORDS
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Press the Numbers and Shapes button to play; there are 7 activities in this 
mode. Move the mouse left or right to choose an activity and then press the 
mouse button to confirm.

1. Number Fun
Press the number buttons to explore each number. The screen displays the 
number and counts objects as they appear. 

2. Learning Shapes
Move the mouse left or right to choose a shape and then press the mouse button 
to learn about that shape and a related object.
 
3. Counting Shapes
Count the shapes displayed on the screen. Press a number button to answer.

4. Number Order: Before
The screen displays a series of numbers in sequential order without the first 
number. Press the correct number to complete the sequence. 

5. Number Order: After
The screen displays a series of numbers in sequential order without the last 
number. Press the correct number to complete the sequence.

5. Letter Order: Before
The screen displays an alphabetical sequence with the first letter missing. Press 
the correct letter button to complete the sequence.

6. Letter Order: After
The screen displays an alphabetical sequence with the last letter missing. Press 
the correct letter button to complete the sequence.

7. First Letter
The screen displays a word without the first letter. Press the correct letter button 
to complete the word. 

8. Last Letter
The screen displays a word without the last letter. Press the correct letter button 
to complete the word. 

9. Missing Letter
The screen displays a word with a letter missing. Press the correct letter button 
to complete the word. 

NUMBERS AND SHAPES
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6. More or Less
Which side has more or less? Listen carefully to the question and then press the 
mouse button to choose and confirm.

7. Smaller or Greater
There are four numbers on the screen. Follow the instructions to pick a number 
that is bigger or smaller than a certain number. Move the mouse up, down, left or 
right to choose.

Press the Animals and Foods button to play; there are 4 activities in this mode. 
Move the mouse left or right to choose an activity and then press the mouse 
button to confirm.

1. Animal Sounds
Choose a picture to hear an animal’s sound. Move the mouse left or right to 
choose and then press the mouse button to confirm.

2. Animal Sounds Quiz
Listen to the animal sound and choose the correct animal. Move the mouse left 
or right to choose and then press the mouse button to confirm.

3. Fruits and Vegetables
There are 10 kinds of fruits and vegetables shown on the screen one by one. 
Choose the correct foods according to the instructions. A counter displays at the 
bottom right to keep track of the number of correct foods collected. Move the 
mouse left or right to choose and then press the mouse button to confirm.

4. Learning Zone
Learn different kind of animals, fruits and vegetables. Move the mouse to choose 
a category and then press the mouse button to confirm. After selecting the 
category, move the mouse up or down to choose. Listen to the pronunciation 
while the screen displays a fun animation.

ANIMALS AND FOODS

Press the Games button to play; there are 6 activities in this mode. Move the 
mouse left or right to choose an activity and then press the mouse button to 
confirm.

1. Matching Numbers
Match the numbers falling on the screen by pressing the Number buttons.

GAMES
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2. Matching Letters
Match the letters shown on the gift boxes by pressing the Letter buttons.

3. Racing Cars
Move the mouse left or right to guide the car along the highway and avoid any 
obstacles. 

4. Maze Time
Move the mouse up, down, left or right to guide the character to escape from the 
maze. 

5. Puzzle Match
The screen displays an object on the left-hand side. Choose the matching object 
from right-hand side. Move the mouse up, down, left or right to choose and then 
press the mouse button to confirm.

6. Odd one out
There are four shapes displayed on the screen. Move the mouse up, down, left 
or right to choose the one that does not match the others.

Press the Music Time button to play; there are 4 activities in this mode. Move the 
mouse left or right to choose an activity and then press the mouse button to 
confirm.

1. Learn the instruments
Move the mouse left or right to choose and then press the mouse button to learn 
the instrument name and hear its sound.

2. Instrument Quiz
Listen to the instrument sound and then choose the correct instrument. Move the 
mouse left or right and then press the mouse button to confirm.

3. Musical Composer
Press the number buttons to compose a short tune. Press the Repeat button to 
hear the recorded tune up to 28 musical notes.

4. Music Fun
Press the number buttons to hear the pre-programmed melodies.

MUSIC TIME
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